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Cos.mo
·center
What's It
All About?

Grad · resolution adopted
March 22 by a vote of 20 to 2.
The revised resolution, presented by Senate Treasurer
Tom.J:..asser contains wording
which was thought to be more
acceptable to those who voted

(Sae page 3)..
•
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Transportation Fee axedfrom new parking plan

1

by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Senate of
:\f ortheastern has approved a
parking plan proposed by the
Ad-hoc Parking Plan Committee which would put an end to
c:,e controversial mandatory
transportation fee adopted last
year. .The 13' to 7 vote. of
a pproval with 1 abstention
w ok place at .the senate
meeting on March 22 . .
The _proposals also include
ar, increase in the cost of the
parking permit. The purpose of
che increase, according to
Senate Vice-president Ron
Stein is to subsidize the
maintenance of the parking
k,ts which had b_e en 'grossly
u.c,der-financed through the old
parking permit regulations.
The proposals in their
entirety are as follows:
1. Elimination of. the mandatory parking fee [$1 per
trimester per ·student].
2. No decal required after 4
pm in any lot.
3. Faculty, staff and students wh~ drive to campus and
;iack on UNI lots are required
,u ouy one of the decals listed
in proposals #4, #5 or #6.
.... Reserv~d parking spaces
snail be maintained. Reserved
pa.king spac~s 's hould not
exceed 20 per cent in any lot.
:?ee:. S75.

increased fee may be beyond
the means of most students
and the new proposals may
inadvertently revert the parking situation back into the
"faculty restricted parking"
situation which once existed at
Northeastern bµt was eli.mpiated after a long struggle by the
senate.
It was generally felt, howevever, that studen~ would pay

the added costs if it meant
saving a few extra step_s into .
the building.
The proposals will be put to
a referendum vote by the
students-at-large in the near
future.
In other action, the senate
changed a policy p'rohibiting
the use of student fees to pay
for the services of civil service

(Cont'd on page 9)

against the resolution when it
was presented ~m _two previous
occasions.
·Th~ major changes in the
new resolution was the ommission · of the demand for a
greater participation by the
University President and the
"mandating" ·of the administration and the members of the
Comencement Committee for
" a more meaningful graduation ceremony."
Another plus for the passage ·
of the resolution was the
information provided by Senator Jacobo Szapiro that
money is available in Student
Services to finance the contracting of "name speakers"
for the ceremony. ·u was the
concern of some senat~rs that
when the time arose, no
funding would be available for
the event.
The Graduation Resolution
in its entirety is as follows:
The student Senate of
Northeastern Illinois University taking into account that it
is the representative body of
the students at t_h is university.
Realizing that its duty is to
speak forth and defegd the
interests of the Student body
when said interests are unheeded by the University
administration and
Further realizing that grad-

uation ceremonies are for the
benefit of the graduating
students, not the faculty or the
administration and
Realizing that until new
gra~uation ceremonies are programmed with the thought of
convenience to faculty . and
~dministration and least of all
to the convenience of the
graduating students.
RESOLVES: to charge the
student representatives to the
University Steering Committee on Graduation 'the following: ·
1. to implemei:it a program
for graduation ceremonies that
will take into account first and
foremost the interest o( the
graduating stu?ents _
2. to implement a program
that will make graduation day
one that will be long remembered by the graduates as a
very special and significant
day in their lives;
3. to make sure among the
many . activities programmed
for graduation a name speaker
is obtained to speak at
graduation an·d that said
speaker be chosen in accord·
ance with the wishes of the
student body.
Be it further resolved that
the membership of the University Steering Committee on
[cont'd on page 3],

Election results

Child Care ·Jee
passes
I

1

'

Senate Officers listen to Vice-president Ron Stein explain the new
parking plan proposals [see story; left] [Photo by Robert J.
Kosinski)

5. Class A Permit [restrict• v
parking): parking in any lot
:r. any space with the excep•
,ion of medical or reserved
~ 1Jaces. This permit must · be
purchased at" full year's price
only·. Fee: $15 with a $2 charge
f~r a _second car sticker.
o. Class B Permit [general
parking): parking in lots D, E ,i-' , G, H and J only. Fee: $6
per year, $4 per winter/spring
and/ or summer trimesters and
:ii2 per spring and/ or summer
trimesters with a $2 charge for
a second car sticker.
Senate Vic~-president Ron Stein mans the election table at a peak
Senate Treasurer Tom Las- . time in the joint election and referendum [see story; right] [Photo
ser expressed the fear that the by Robert J . Kosinski]

ed

- finally

by Robert J. Kosinski
The optional Child Care
Scholarship Donation was approved by the student body in
a referendum held on March 23
and 24 by a vote. of 482 to 93.
The I).ew -$2 fee, originally
proposed by the College Students for Childrens Services _.
organization, is intended to
eventµally create a Child Care
Scholarship Fund which would
be completely donated by
students and help relieve the
burden on the student fees
contingen,cy fund.
All donations will be- collected by the Cashiers Office and
transferred _ to the CSCS
accoun t specifically for the
scholarship. Students using
the child care centers will then
fill out applications at the
beginning of each trimester in
the hopes of a successful
evaluation of their need for
such a subsidy.
In the election on March 23
and 24 to fill the three student
positions on the Seµrch and.
Screen committee for the
selection of a University
President, the
candidates
of the Coalition for a -Democratic University won by comfortable _margins over all others on

three

the ballot.
Of 544 ballots cast (up ·to
three votes per · ballot) the
following vote was recorded:
Martha Flores
289
Dennis Chudoba
266
Luis Gutierrez
253
Mark Mezzano
119
Scott Kroman
107
Sheila Silver
94
Gerard Gentile
91
Kathy Konopasek
81
and Donald Collins
78
Of the thirty-nine write-ins,
t he leading vote getters were
Pat Wellbank and Judy Macio r, each with four.
The Search and Screen
Committee was outlined by the
Board of Governors to make a
recommendation to the board
as to· a replacement for
resigned President James Mullen.
Though d ie 'committee will
review resumes of candidates
seeking the position , the
ultimate decision will be made
-by a committee of three
members of the board.
The s ·tudent Senate of
Northeastern has objected to
and officially protested the
fac t that only three positions
were made available for stud_ents on the commjttee.
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letters.
Open Letter to UNI. STudents,
Last week I wrote an article
about the golf team · which
turned ou t t o be qu ite
cont roversial. It was never my
inteti't ion to put down the golf
team, or criticize it in any way .
I was merely trying to point
out that golfers are athletes,
t he same as basket ball or
foo tball players, and should
., not be looked· down upon
because of the nature of their
sport. It seems I failed in this,
as most of the feedback I
received has been negative, to
say the least.
Again, I would like to say ·
that I never meant to knock .
the golf team. However, it is
my fault that they interpreted
the article in the fashion that
they did. Therefore, I apologize to Tony Schimpf and the
golf team, and also to anyone .
else who felt offended by the
article. I hope I have not
_- disrupted the team's morale in
any way , as they have a
definite chance 9f winning
their District and going to
Nationals this year.
Sincerely,
John Stepal
Sports Editor

the scholarships aid cuts will
do.
.

We protest as well the fact
th~t these cuts directly contradict the assurances made when
the Illinois Board of ·Higher
Educa t ion recommended increased t uition in Illinois
public universities. What are
the real long rurl goal's of those
who plan public higher education?
In the interests of those ,
students whose educational°
plans are threatened by these
anticipated cutbacks and· also
of those faculty members who
might suddenly find themselves without students to
teach, we ask that scholarship
aid not only be restored, but
4:00 .. .~nstruction workers go home, and kids get out of school. Have you noticed all the kids
be increased.
·.,,
playing on the site, where they could fall and kill themselves? It might help if we had security
Sincerely,
there. Who wants to be the first kid to sue the school? Glass, concrete and electrical wiring do not
Margaret Schmid
a playground make. Do YOU know where your children are??
PrP.Rident. AFT-BOG
Dear Student:
. As a woman, I have had the
credit, where credit is due.
The next Commencement opportunity· or need to use
photographer. - Perhaps it
The article as a whole was would be more prudent of her
Convocation will take place on several rest rooms around the
most certainly not a good job in the future to limit her
Wednesday, May 26, 1976 at campus. Of all the COlllJllodes,
of
reporting, but appears to be contributions to the " Print",
8:00 p.m. in Arie Crown toilets, or johns that I've been
a vehicle of vengeance. If Ms. in the form of photographs and
Theatre , McCormick Place
forced to be associated with, I
Zalatoris wishes to editorialize, let someone with a less
Lake Shore Drive at 23rd h~ve never seen or been
that is her privilege, but don't vindictive attitude do .the ·
Street, Chicago.
exposed to more dirt than the
use
the guise of an objective verbal reporting.
E .R. Moore Company will be one on the second floor of the
reporter to do so.
on campus in the Commuter Classroom Building. Has this
William Nelson
M_s. Zalatoris is a g <;>0d
Center, Room 214 from 9-5
· Vets Club Member .
rest room been cleaned in a
p.m. Wednesday, March 31, year? I don't think so. Why?
Dear Editor:
1976 to assist you in measureFortunately, I've found a
It is with surprise and regret ment for cap and . gown. The
that I read the article by a Academic Regalia may then be clean -washroom and· during
~porter on the St. Pat's picked up on Friday, May 21, my daily travels have made
After re-reading an article entitled " At. Pat's dance fizzles "
Dance. Surprised you would 1976, in the Commuter Center, sure that the urge only hits me
when I'm in that vicinity. · printed in la,!lt week's issue of.PRINT, it has been brought to niy
allow such trashy reporting to Room 214, between 9 a.m. and
att;ention that the students of Northeastern are entitled to a
be printed and regretful 5 p.m. or on the night of Hopefully, if I reveal the
clari'fication.
location
of
this
john,
ladies;
because it makes the Print Commencement, in the ·"asThe article, .poorly headlined, was not a fizzier. Quite the
there
will
still
be
room
for
me.
resemble The National Enquir- sefflbly area ", A,rie Crown
contrary to what was stated, Lambda Sigma Alpha and the
Are
you
.ready?
It's
the
one
on
er.
Theatre.
Veterans Club, both co-sponsoring the dance, reported the dance
the first floor of the Science
In the fugure it would .
A maximum of four (4)
was very successful.
. .
behoove your reporter, Ms. guest tickets will be available Building.
One point so caQ?lessly overlooked was that a large crowd did
I'm
remaining
anonymous
Zalatoris, to stick to facts. It to each graduate. These may
tum out that evening despite bad weather conditions, and many
because I just may have an
is true that the Veterans Club be picked up at the Informapatrons attending thorougly enjoyed themselves.
emergency and don't want to
· did not match the efforts of tion Center " C" Building from •oe blacklisted from the johns.
Both organizations worked hard and jointly contributed in
previous fundraising events March 31 , 1976 thru April 23,
pre-dance planning and decorating the large dance hall that filled
Signed,
but they did by no means sit 1976. The Information Center
to capacity.
PISSED OFF
back. The personal vendettas
It was a memorable evening and PRINT apologiz~s to both
is ope11 Monday-Thursday 9-7 P .S. Is a clean latrine really an
and feelings of Ms. Zalatoris
organizations
for the printed review and hope that students, left
p.m. , Fridays 9-4 p.m. and
''µnpossible dream?"
have nci pla~ in a newspaper
with a negative impression about th~ ability of these
Saturday 9-12 noon. Addition- P .S.S. The john next to the
that wants to maintain ~ny
al guest t ickets niay be
auditoriun runs a close organizations to sponsor.successful events, jointly or separately,
degree of respectability. If this
available, if other graduates
second in filth. This may be will understand that the review was the opinion of the writer.
type of reporting is the best
The PRINT encourages UNI students to attend future events
cannot attend Commencement
one time that being second
copy you can find then maybe
scheduled by Lambda Sigma Alpha and the Vet's .Club.
and do not pick up their
is an honor.
you should try a smaller
Carol Jean Zalatoris
allotment of tickets. If any
newspaper or a newspaper
Associate Editor
such tickets become available,
To the Editor,
with more pictures.
they will be distributed :on a
Ms. Zalatoris' last contribuDennis R. Shaw" first-come basis, starting at 10
tion · to · the " Print" which
a.m. on Friday, May 21, 1976,
" reported" the LSA/Vets club
the same day caps and gowns
The following letter w as
dance was inappropriate. This--. .
addressed to Mr. Joseph Boyd, are available for pick-up.
dance may not have been as
For additional information
executive director of the
. The Print is the campus newspaper fo r
profitable as those · benefits
regarding measurement of
.Illinois State Scholarship ComNortheastern Illinois University. Published weekly,
conducted by the Vets in the
caps and gowns call the
mission
from
Margaret
this paper is paid for by student fees and is largely
past (the Brass Balls party for
Information Center, extensiqn
the work of Northea stern Students. Material
Schmid ,. president of the
one) however, those of us that
224. If a guest needs special
published herein is not to be confused with views
American Federation of Teach·
do contribute time and effort ·
seating due to a l].andicapped
expressed by the University administration. Print is
ers - Board of Governors and
whenever a club function is
condition, · please call Mr.
faculty member at Northeastlocated in E-214, phone 583-4050, ext. 459.
proposed, have been.grieviousGerald Cannon, extension 221.
ern on March 3, 1976. Copies
ly insulted by her allegations.
Editor-in-Chief: Robert J . Kosinski
Congratulations and best
were sent to Governor Walker
Ms. Zalatoris gives the
Managing Editor: Robert L. 'l'rahan Jr.
wishes. I shall look forward to
and members of the BOG.
impression that everyone in
Associate Editor: Carol Jean ,Z alatoris
seeing
you
at
the
CommenceDear Mr. Boyd,
the Vets Club sits back to let
Photo Editor:.Paul J. Manda
ment
Convocation.
The AFT Faculty Federasomeone else do the fob. This
Sports Editor: John Stepal
AnnE. Smith
tion-BOG strongly prot~sts
may be true of some members,·
Business Manager: Rita, Harmata
Acting Vice President
the planned cuts in Illinois '
but it definitely is not true for
fcir
Aca<l~mic
Affain
State Scholarship aid. At a
Staff: Al Albert, Gary Andersen, Laurence Brittan,
., all.
time when inflation and unem- Dear Editor:
Charles J. Freiman, Terry Frey, Stuart Murray,•
Perhaps Ms. Zalatoris
I have been a student at
ployment threaten access to
Sam Parks, Mary Petersen, Ron Stein, · The Dove, s.hould confine her acid reWill Allen . .
·. .
.
. ..
higher education, it is . th~ Northeastern since July 1974
marks to those people who
Photographers: Steve Flamich, Dolora Jung, Robert
responsibility of the state to and one of the things that
reap the benefits, but don't
Trahan, Nancy Wijson
maintain or even expand that impressed me as a new student
give· active support, while
. Cart~nists: Tom Hamill, Mark Schultz, Jack Welt
access to higher education at that time was the cleanli· giving the people that do
rather than to decrease it as ness of the school.
contribute time and effort the

Clarification needed

0

0

the dall
..
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CosmO method excites
students, teachers
by Robert J. Kosinski
a practical application of their
operating teacher is inclµded
The Cosmopolitan Teachers
experiences and even t u ally in the stu d en t ' s placemen t
Education 'Center (Cosmo), an
becomes " a member of the folder. Cosmo policy is emphaexciting and innovative proteaching team " to work with
tic that the student is made
gram ou t of the E lementary
college faculty "in building a
well aware of such evaluations
Education Department, is ofbrid ge between theory and before they are entered on the
fering a chance for students
practice" when a master status
record.
interested in the field to
has been achieved.
Those _students who would
discover this " new breed" of
" The student is put in a
like to learn more about the
·teacher education. Coordinator
non-threa tened
situation, "
Cosmopolitan
Community
Denver Fox and the Cosmo
says Cosmo student Patti Teacher Education Center
people are encouraging stu- Wellbank, " where she can -· should make it a point to visit
dents to join them in a "get
experience with her own ideas
with Coordinator Fox and the
together" next Thurs,d ay, Ap- and not worry about being people who are currently
ril 1 at 1 pm in CC-214 to talk
graded on mistakes, u11like the reaping the benefits of the
about just what the excite- conventional student teaching
Cosmo experience, on April 1,
ment is all about.
experient;e. ''
or try contacting Denver Fox
"We see the center as an
Paula P rice, another Cosmo in his office (3-019, extension
alternative to t he Elementary
studen t a dd·s, " T h e setting
652) .
E ducation Department," says
bu ilds up yo u r confidence
Fox , " It gives the stu,dent the
gra dually s o t ha t you a re
oppor tunity to see and experi- b etter able to handle the
ence the different grade leyels
different s ituat ions as you
and to try out their own ideas
experience each and every
and materials. More imporgrade level. "
tantly , it allows a student to
Ideally, the student will
really decide whether he or she achieve a fully workable
wants t o be a ·teacher. "
relationship with the cooperat_Cosmo is one of four teacher ive teacher so t hat each can
education centers operating in part icipate in the various
t he Department of Elementary classroom and related school
Education, including the West- activites, ranging from preparby Robert J. Kosinski
side Community Teacher Edu- ing class materials to assisting
This could have been a
cation Center, the Bi-lingual in fire drills, and equally bear
review of · the March 23
Center and the Suburban the responsibility for their ' perfor~;;~~e ~i . The:. ·s ~rpe~t,
Communities Teacher Educa- execution.
one of a collection of plays •
tion Center.
When the student reaches
ti t led
Drummers.
' Different
,
Though the cent ers differ on·• " the~fih'al t~vel"'of the program;
This -should liave been a simple
a · regional basis, the same he basically assumes all, of the _assignment; go set the Speech
unique approach to Eiementa- teaching responsibilities. The
and Performing Arts Depart•
ry E ducation still holds true. - student is ·now engaged in a
ment play and write it up.
In Cos mo , s t udents are full day of teaching ,for .five
.. Chuc~ -Freiman of t he ,Print
st~ff, howevei, -foiind .it- ~o~e
involv ed in a cooper ative day s of t he week, up from the
public school situation and three mornings experienced in
t oo simple and downrigh t
expected to incr ease their t he first level as an aide and
hazardous.
teaching skills by being pre- tutor.
Freiman repor t s t hat he
sented with a • progressively
, Th~ cooperative teacher has
<;aipe to t he little, theatre a few
m ore challenging series of a major input in the student
minutes before the · performs
practical experiences.
teacher's evaluation and the
ance was scheduled only to
The student participates in a formal grade and a written
find _that the play had started
series of seminars emphasizing recommendation from the coearly. He was ba~ed from

Cosmo student Patti Wellbank explans her in_terest in the center.
[Photo ,by Carol Jean]

Comme_n tary

It should happen to you

Charter policies r~vised.
by Robert J. Kosinski
view Board will hear discus- organization to become reactiThe Student Senate of
sions in the case and make its vated. (receiving a temporary
Northeastern approved several
recommendation to the senate. - charter, four mon{hs trial
policies and policy changes for
And finally, the senate will period and approval by the
t he Charter Review Board
be presented with the results Board and the.Senate).
presented by Board Chairman
of the club's trial and _the
Gerowitz also proposed a
Robert Gerowitz at the' March
Charter Review Board's recom- plan, to divide the Indepen22 meeting.
mendation and with a two- dent Club Board of Control
Gerowitz, who has tirelessly
thirds affirmative vote, the into three sub-boards.
worked to strengthen and
member will be removed.
Those would be the Polit ical,
clarify policies which affect
The new policy proposals, Religious, fraternity and soroevery club and organization on
presented and accepted by the rity groups (International Soc.campus as problems arose ,
senate are:
ialists Club, Catholic Student
began with a presentation of a
1. Subjecting Board memCenter, Lamda Sigma Alpha,
policy for the removal of club· hers to recall by the senate for etc. ); The departmental groups
members which was set aside
missing three consecutive (Biology club, Earth Science
at the last meeting.
Board meetings ;
Club, etc. ); and the miscellanIt has been- accepted proce2. The renovation of the eous groups (Ki-Aikido Club,
dure that clubs are prohibited
charter of a club bearing a National Student Speech and
from exclusions or limits on ' purpose judged by the Charter Hearing Association, etc.).
their membership, but tl}e new · Review Boar~ and the entire
, Gerowitz said that the
policy allows for the removal
senate to be a duplication of
proposal was well accepted by
of a disruptive member if -the ' . tire purpose of an earlier
Independent Club Board
following procedure has. been
chartered club. (According to
Chairperson Julie Capone b~
adhered to:
. a'erowit_z, this policy has
cause the divisions would help
Firstly, a· h~ring mu;t _be
always been ·understood but
_to relieve the confusing situaheld, presided by the club's _ never written down).
tion-in the largest single board
officers and followed by a
And , 3. Requiring clubs
of control, but the senate
two-thirds affirmative vote of
which have been termed
asked_ for more board input
the membership.
" inactive" to follow the similar
before deciding on the matter.
Secondly, the Charter Reproced~res as an unchartered

I

en trance by _the " sargeants-at arms " even though he informed t hem that he was there to
give publicity to· the plays at
t he Theatre Department's request. Freiman decided to come
back after the int ermission to
get a vague idea of what was
happening on stage and write
_a re~sonaq~y compe~n.t revie~
only t o -find that the play ,had
once again started early.
He spotted a member of t he
cast, Tim Frawley, taking ·
-p ictures of the show a nd
thinking tha t, .such pictures
m ight · suffice for the nex t
issue, he asked him if the Print
could possibly borrow the
photos for publication. Frawley didn' t reply so Freiman
and Print photographer Nancy
Driscoll (also barred ) decided
tha t it would be best t o leave.
As they headed toward the
door , Freiman mumbled t o
Nancy about the frustrations
of t he ey ening and was
obviously over-heard by Frawley who replied, "You might
try coming when you're not
high." (Freiman and Nancy
assured us that this was not
t he case.)
At any rate, Frawley then
grabbed hi~ by the collar,
pulled him toward his face
telling him to "shut up" and
threatened Freiman with physical violence.
Freim_a n asked Nancy to
summon a security guard and
Frawley released him.
Well, Mr. Frawley, here's ·
your review aft"er all;
The part · of the storm
trooper played by Tim Frawley
was grossly overacted. He
bored the au_dience_ with his
unfoundea accusations and
constant disruptive behavior.
The violence that he displayed
showed that he thinks with his
fists and he better start
thinking with nis.'head and
realize that he does not · have

the right to command any
student of this university!
Unfortunately· we _cannot
make any recommendations on
the play itself, bu t we can
suggest tha t if you do come to
see it, make sure you come
armed.

Resolution

...

(Cont'd from page 1)
Graduation be changed with a
v iew of making students
the majority of its total
·membership.
A copy of this resolution
shall be submitted to the
PRINT with a strong recom• ·
mendation that it be published
in its entirety in the next
·edition under a banner headline.
Ct>pies of this resolution
shall be sent by the Secretary
of the Student Senat~ within
one week of its passage to the
following :
Dr. James Mullen , President, UNI
Dr. William Lienemann, VP,
Bus and Admin. Affairs.
Dr. Ann Smith, Acting VP,
Academic Affairs.
Mr. Jose Morales, VP for
Student Affairs.
Mr. Don Bichsel, VP, Develop & Pub Affairs.
Dr. Carl Hammond, chairman, University Senate.
IBHE
AISG
Board of Governors.
Gerald Cannon, University
Communications.
Dr. Angelina Pedroso, chairman, BOG Faculty Council.
. Dr. James Barushok, chairman, University Steering Com•
Diittee on Graduation.
Copies of the resolution will
be -sent to • the ·mentioned
indiyiduals who will ultimately
have a part in the decision. '

Page 4
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'lannouncements\
THE KID'S COLLEGE' RECREATIONAL PROGRAM for
the children of Northeastern students, staff and faculty who are 6
to 14 years old will get under way June 28 and go until August
20. The day will begin at 8 a.m. and end at 4:30 p .m.
.
Students are charged $15 per child. Faculty and staff shall pay
$50 . per child and $25 for each additional child. For further
inform~tion on registration, come down to Women's Services in
0-041. Hours are Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.'m. and Thursday
from 6 p.m. to 9 -p.m.
.
.
·
SOLO EN MIS PENAMIENTOS rehearsals are already
underway. The play will be presented at Northeastern onApril8,
1976 at 1:00 pm in the auditorium.
THE BRAHMS GERMAN REQUIEM will be performed in
concert by the UNI University Chorus on Wednesday, March 31,
at 8:00 pm in 'the auditorium. Accompanied by a fifty piece
orchestra, the performance is under tne di.rection of James A.
Lucas, Director of Choral Activities at UNI. Faculty members
Beverly Hoffman and Ron Combs are solois.ts. Admission is free.
GET YOUR CAN IN GEAR, is the theme of the can food drive
that is beipg held here at UNI, April 5-6-7. Donations will benefit
the common pantry, 850 W. Dickens whch gives food to those
people that have a emergency food problem. Please bring a can of
food the need is great. You can deposit the food at the village
square and opposite.the north dining hall.

.

THE HAW All PROGRAM, a special program has been
arranged for students at Northeastern. The schedule is to leave
Chicago on June 29 and return from Honolulu on July 6 by
American Airlines. The total cost is $329.00 which includes a 7
night stay at the Edgewater Hotel near the beach, airfares,
transfers, sightseeing, inflight meals, and a continental breakfast,
LEI greeting and escort. 'Those interested please contact Dr. H.
Kiang in S-344B Ext. 786 or Mr. Tom Lazar, Nortown Travel
Service, 2617 W. Devon CHGO 60645 (RO 4-6264). Deposit of
$100.00 and total payment within -35 days are needed . before
departure.
THE INDEPENDENT CLUB BOARD will meet on Thursday, .
April 1, at 1 p.m. in S-202. This will be the last meeting of the
trimester. Two positions are available for any interested member
·
· of a club under this board.
THE PETITION AGAINST SMOKING IN THE CLASSROOM has grown to over 800 signatures. We know more student_
and faculty want to control smoking in classrooms, so drop down
to Health Services and sign the growing petition.
THE ANNUAL~CANCER SOCIETY BIKE-A-THON will be
May 16th. Pick up sponsor sheets and bike routes in Health
Services. Do something healthy!! Ride to stamp out cancer!!
There are four routes to choose from. Prizes for best contributions
froin riders!
COPIES OF ARS POETICA 1121 are now available to
Northeastern students. The magazine contains both poems and .
short stories, and can be · picked up at the Creative Writing
Center, 3307 W. Bryn Mawr, Chicago 60659 or from the
Apocalypse office at its new location above .the south dining hall, .
across from E;,220. Ask and thou shalt be given!
THE COSMOPOLITAN TEACHERS EDUCATION CENter [COSMO] ~s having a get together Thursday, April 1, in
CC214 at 1 :00 pm. There will be refreshments and Center people
to talk about our unique approach to Teacher Education. All are
encouraged to come.
THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT will be going on a field trip to the F~deral Reserve Bank
downtown on Tuesday, March 30 starting, to 10:30 am. There will
. be two trips that day and free transportation will be provided.
Reservations are now being accepted in the Business office.
WELFARE RIGHTS, a conference open to members of UNI
and the community is scheduled for Thursday, April 1 from 1-3
pm in CC-217 of_the Commuter Center Student Union Building.
The conference is sponsored by Genesis.
The Bugg-House Committee of the Commuter Center
Activities Board is sponsoring a DISCO DANCE AND CARD
CARNIVAL, on Tuesday, March 30, in the Unicorn from 1 to 2
pm. Aside from disco dancing,. there will be rummy games, ·bingo,
bid-wisk and backgammon. Lots of fun and excitement are
anticipated, so join the Bugg-House Committee during your
activity hour on Tuesday; March 30 in the Unicorn.
HELP! C C.A .B. Concerts is planning ahead for summer and
next year. A 'i ,dv, uys we nll1 1 s t) your hc]p. If you are interested
in planning or helping <" 1· ,,- 'he evmts please call x 375 Mon.
10-11 or Wed . 1-2. Bet'.· , •;,, ~top by the meetipg in E 205 N
Mon. at 2 o'clock.
APOCALYPSE presents a poetry reading by Maureen .Owen,
-author of ' 'Country Rush " & "No Travel J ounral" and Rebecca
·wright, author of " Brief Lives' ' at 2 pm, March 29, Monday.
Free . .. The Creative Writ ing Center.
THE COMMUTER .CENTER ACTIVITIES BOARD & THE
PEACE COUNCIL are sponsoring the moyie " BURN" starring
Marlon Brando on Wednesday, March 31 at"7 pm in 1-002. All are
. 'invited to attend this dramatic movie which teils the story of
colonialism and neo-colonialism using the example of one island.
1

A hazardous playground for kids, .this dilapidated building of the closed residential school is even
more of a menace than an eyesore. Better precautions may help to prevent future injuries. [Photo
by Dolora Jung]

Africa Studies -trip planned
For the 9th consecutive
si:HtJ.mer, the American ·Forum
for l-nternational. Study will
travel to Africa to conduct
three distinct African Studies
programs for. teachers, students, and others seriously
interested in Africa.;.
Comparative Cross ·African
Societies will travel to Egypt,
Kenya, Tanzania, Ghana, Ivory Coast, and Senegal in July
and August, 1976. The program will include lectures,
dance programs, tours, field
visits, and meetings with
African leaders. Sites to · be
visited include Cairo and Luxo
in Egypt, Nairobi, the Rift
Valley, Masai Mara in Kenya,
Serengeti, Olduvai, Ngorongoro and Arusha in Tanzania,
Terna, Accra, Cape Coast,
Elmina, Takoradi, Kumasi in
Ghana, Abidjan in Ivory
Coast, and Dakar and Goree in
Senegal. Cost $2345. July
4-July 27, and July 29-August
21.
Roots of 'Afro-American Culture and History will travel to
Nigeria, Dahomey, Togo,
Ghana, , Ivory Coast, and
Liberia. Program will include
lectures, full cultural program
at University of Ibadan,
Cotonou, Ganvie, arid Ouidah
in Dahomey, Lome in Togo,
Terna •. Acc-r a, Cape Coast,
Elmina, Takoradi, Kumasi in
Ghana, Kano, Ibadan, Ife, and
O§qogbo in Nigeria, Abidjan
in the Ivory Coast and
Monrovia in Liberia. Day j_n·
Amsterdam upon return. Cost
$1980. One program only, July
11-August 3.
Independent Study and
Travel in West Africa will
allow to develop_ their own
program in Nigeria, Dahomey,
Togo, Ghana, Liberia, and the
Ivory Coast. Forum has
arranged round trip air transportation, quality hotels,
breakfasts, six city tours, and
resource contacts throughout
West Africa. Cost $1490. Six
departures: June 29, July 6,
July 20, J uly 27, August 3,
and A 1i gus t , r).
Participants in all programs
will be eligible for 3-6 graduate
or undergraduate credit from
the Division of Continuing
Education of the University of
Massachusetts. Staff from the
Center for International Edu-

cation of the University .of ,
Massachusetts will supervise
the educational and curricula
component of the programs.
All programs are three
weeks in length. Prior to each ·
program there will be a three
day o_n campus orientation for
participants at the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst,
making for a _total of 24 days.
Included in the cost of Cross
Africa and Roots of Afro-America are rount trip air transportation from New York,
quality hotel accommodations;
double occupancy, priv·ate
baths, breakfasts and dinners,
complete cost of field trips,
lectures, eultural programs,

and gratuities.
The American Forum is a
private non-profit educational
organization founded in 1968
as a direct response to the
needs of training educational
personnel in the field of
African Studies. Since the first
program at the University of
Ghana in 1968, the Forum has
conducted 24 African progr.llms in which more than
1300 faculty, '. students, and
community leaders have participated.
For full details of the 1976
programs, write _the American
Forum , 503 The Arcade ,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114. (216)
621-4949.

The year is 2024 ...
a future
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thoughts
by The Dove

"Meaning

son:,,ething .all people look for,

But rarely find.
They haven't yet realized that it's in their mind.

Midnight. He wanders the
streets of Washington, down
dark alleys, looking under
manhole covers and in the
cracks between buildings, looking for the only hope of
politicians in an election year:
the bogeyman, the inflationcauser.
It ' s · a tough ' life being
President. Betty's always
shooting her mouth off offending someone or other. And
glamor-boy Reagan's asking
for a good one in the chops

with his $90 billion off federal
students between 18 and 22
spending. Can't afford to make
whose p arents are either ,
any more enemies, nope. But
deceased or disabled.
got to cut that budget. Op.,
Under Ford's plan no new
weli. Fourth and 50 - tjme to
students would become eligible
punt ...
for the program after J une
· Tap, tap. Excuse me, Mr.
1976. Other programs, partiand Ms. Student, but you're cularly Basic Educational Opthe new bogeypeople.
portunity Grants (BEOG ), can
Washington, DC~ January
pick up t he slack, Ford argued.
20 - Americans are losing
The big losers: lower income
confidence not just in big
students. About 85% of . the
g overnm ent , said President
students receiving Social SecuFord jn' his State of the Union
rity benefits come from faaddress last night, but also in
milies t h at ea rn less than
,
"big business, big l abor and $12,500.
big
education."
After
eliminating
the
second
••~
111
"Big education?" Students - largest federal student aid
have been losing financial aid
program, Ford also wants to
• #WMM l'OII ·
•
dollars for the last five years
cut
the largest - GI Bill
•
.
Owtr JS YHfl
e
as
inflation
has
eaten
up
what
benefits
' - by more than a
olt1petot11Ce
:
small increases the Congress · billion dollars. Some of this
-~CHI
:
has appropriated over Nixon
can be tagged to veterans'
: - LSA T SN1t~i.11e1 : and
Ford's request ~or cuteligibility running out, 'but at
:
GRf Yok11111nou1 '-e : backs. But in his new budget
half is a straight cutback
: GMAT '''"" ;■ltrilll : for education, Ford has gone . least
which would eliminate benefits
: :. QCA T Cov,mt~1l1rt • beyond even the most . uncen- for 300,000 students, according
e
p
c11111:11, upd,tt4 :
sored dreams of his inscrutable
to Curt Koehler, a higher ed
predecessor.
r.,.
IKolohn for •
researcher for the National
•
.
reviews ol c1u1 •
Perhaps Ford thought no
Student Association in Waltnons and for use •
LEX of 1upplelftenl1ry • one would notice when 1.5 shington.
"''''"'''
million students lost financial
Next up the scaffold: Na•
lob•e-ups for
•
aid. In his new budget, money
tional Direct Student Loans
•
lftllSfd '"'°"'
• for the US Office of Education (NDSL) -a~d Supplemental
(OE) is supposed to be up $465
Educational Opportunity_
million over his "revised
Grants (SEOG). Ford wants 'to
~
budget" from last year.
eliminate both programs · •
Most classes start 8 weeks
•
But the "revised budget"
another h alf b illion dolla rs
•
prior to Exam
•
figures are a fraud : t hey're
down. Again, other programs
•
Spring & Fall compacts
•
what Ford wanted, but ConBasic Grants· can pick up
• • • • • • • • • • • gress w~uldn't buy. Although like
the differen~e, said Ford. ·
•
CHICAGO CENTER
•
he inasked it with some federal
So what about his hole card
•
2050 W. Devon Ave.
•
•••
064
figure-juggling, · Ford actually
Chicago, Ill. 6
5
••
- Basic· Grants? That pro(312) 764-5151
wants to spend a billion dollars
gram is probably the worst
· less than Congress appropriatfederai 'education boondoggle
:
MCAT SOON
:
ed last year. And that's just
in recent memory. Fo~ the past
for the Office · of Education.
couple years the program had
Ford wants to cut total
inoney left over, because no
student support by almost $2
one knew about it. This
billion.
academic year, the Office of
:
EDUCATIONAL CENTfA
:
First
off,
the
President
Education (OE) goofed again
tlSl "'fltAIIIATtON
•
~ants to phase out the
and BEOGs came up $180
monthly Social Security educamillion shor t. If y ou still
tion benefits now paid to
haven't received your check for
spring semester, that's why.
After some visions of asking
students to send back money
already received, OE asked
Congress to take the mi~sing
money from next year's BEOG
budget. Congress agreed, but
that leaves next year , $180
million short. Things get
worse.' Because of the higher
number of students using
BEOGs, which the feds ~sestimated, BEOG funds will
actually be $780 million short
next year.
The result: xour grant now
stands to be cut 40% next fall.
Remember how small the
Life ahead offers many uncertainties.
check already looked this year?
-But throughout the years one constant
The only chance for a bail-out
remains. Your Balfour ring. It will never
is that Congress will pass
fail as a h appy reminder of the go lden years
what 's called a "supplemental
you shared with your classr:Pates.
appropriation" to keep Basic ,
Grants at least at their present
e _Wear it with pleasure.
~
level.
"Congress can do it, but
t hey'll need to feel a tremendous amount of heat from
student s ," one h igher ed
lobbyist in Washington told
me. " Pass the $780 million
BEOG supplemental," should
· be the message students hit
their Congresspeople with as
JEWELRY'S FlN~ST CRAFTSMEN

·r_.••
~ There
···········:-w·
IS a
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Happy reminder.

31st .

nn9 ~ b_y~~desk.
0Balfour

Not outside.
No one can give your life mfaning but you,
And you can't get it from Thein,
No matter how hard you try, no matter what
you do.

the pols whisk through town
to shake hands.
How does Ford want to
handle the BEOG boondoggle?
Well, if there's not enough to
go around, just fiddle with the
formula for how much you get.
Previously BEOGs were limited to $1400, but no more than
half the cost of your education.
People screamed because the
" half-cost limit" hu~~ low
income students. If you coulq
not contribute anything toward your education, it still
wouldn't pay to go to a ·
low-tuition school, because no
more than half the bill would
be paid,
Ford's an·s wer to the outcry:
don't just screw poor students,
screw middl'e class _ones, too.
Under his new "half-need
limit," even if you could
contribute, say, $800 toward
your education, yo~ couldn't
make it go any farther at a
low-tuition school: only half of
what you need after your
contribution would be covered.
For instance, if you could
front that.$800 and were going
to a school costing $1400, a
Basic Gra~t previously would ·
have covered the remaining
$600. Under the new plan,
you'd only get $300 - half of
what you need. As they say,
"If the thunder don 't getcha,
the lightnin' will. '. '

The President does propose
to be gnerous with one
financial aid program: he
wants to give banks more of
your money in interest when
they condescend to give you a
Gu_a ranteed Student Loan.
Part of the reason Ford has
wanted to end National Direct
Loans, which are issued by
schools, is to send more
business to the banks. Now he
w~nts to up th~ interest from
7% to 8% and increase the
total amount you can borrow
from $10,000 to $25,000. How
thrilling. You could graduate
with no hope of a job and the
prospect of owing the local
First National $150 a month
for the next 20 years.
Add inflation to the financial aid cuts Ford wants and
you have a $2 billion kick in
the ·teeth for students. Just so
you don't feel too persecuted,
the President gave similar
kicks to the elderly, the
working poor, the unemployed
and those on food stamps. All
patriotically sacrificed so he
could give the Pentag~m a $9
billion increase:
·You· c~n't pull off that kind
of roughing play in an election
year and not expEl$!t the fans to
·see.
Ah, Jerry, we hardly knew
ye .. .

Host family
d eadl-ine -nears
ed in the program , ' and
by Robert J. Kosinski
Ben Coleman of the office of perhaps involving hlm in social '
Community Services says activities , such as, visiting
there is a desperate need for friends or relatives.
A letter from the family to
volunte~rs to serve as host
families· for a number of the participant _is also desired
professional social workers to promote the feeling of
visiting from foreign countries acceptance and introduce the
family to the individual.
·
to meet a deadline of April 1.
Coleman says that although
These professionals are all
part of an annual program they have targeted, for 16 host
sponsored by the Council of families (two per participant),
International P r ograms for he would feel more comfortable
Youth Leaders and Social with 20.
A series of seminars, workWorkers which is partially
funded by the United States shops and discussion groups in
this area of social work is
Department.
Coleman says that very being sponsored by Northeastlittle is involved for those who ern and students will be able
wish to house a person for two to . earn credit through the
and a haif weeks, and, ideally, Program for Interdisciplinary
.
a "treat 'em like one of the Education (PIE).
If
you
a
r
e
interes
t
ed
in
family" attitude will be mainoffering your ser;vices as a host
tained. , . This would include provid- family or if you would like to
ing a private room for the fi nd out m.ore abou t the
individual, involving him in• program, please contact Dr.
the everyday dining schedule,' Ben Coleman in the Office of
offering telephone privileges to Community Services at 583possiblv contact others involv-· 4050 extension 8340.
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Criminal Justice major
planned for -Fall
wishing to work in the-criminal
by Terry Frey
Interested in criminal jus- justice field.
The faculty involved in the
tice? S t arting in September of
Criminal Justice Program int his year, Northeastern will
offer a new degree program in . elude s D r . Ronald Glick ,
P rofe s sor of Sociology and
Criminal Justice.
Program Coordinator, Dr. SaIt will now be possible to
muel ~Betances, Professor of
receive . a Bachelor of Arts in
Sociology, Alberto Mata, AsCriminal Justice at Northeastern. An interdisciplinary pro- sistant Professor of Sociology,
gram of the sociology departMary Marzolto, Assistant Proment, other depart ments infessor of Sociology, Dr. Donna
volved are political science,
I ven, Associate Professor of
anthropology, psychology, and
Sociology, Dr. Charles Pastors, Assistant Professor of
hu~an services.
Two principal purposes of Political Science, Dr. Daniel
the Criminal Justice Program
Stem, Professor of Sociology,
are to provide in-service train- Dr. Richard Robertson, Professor of Psychology, and Dr.ing for prospective workers in
various parts of the criminal Joseph Braun, Assistant Projustice system, and to provide fessor of Educational Foundafield placement for Northeast~ tions. New full time faculty
and staff will be hired for th~
em undergraduates in this
program. An emphasis will be field supervision and additionplaced on the involvement a11d 0al courses that will be required
needs of minority groups and in Criminal Justice.
The demand has been great
women in the criminal jus~ice
for a Criminal Justice Major,
area.
One of the main features of mostly from the campus
the Criminal Justice Major is in-service workers, and prethe balanced student enroll- service teachers. Edmund F . .
ment . This includes police, Dobbs, Cook County Chief of
probation and parole officers, Sheriff's Police, Bernard Carcounselors and community ey, State's Attorney, William
workers, ex-offenders, and , C. McHugh, Chief of Evanston
especially, minorities, such as Police, and Robert K. Downs,
L~tinos, and students seeking 18th District 'state Represenwork in this particular field.
tative, are among . the many
•To maintain this balanced people who hearilty approve of
enrollment, admission into this this new addition to Northprogram will be gained by eastem's curriculum.
More infor mation on t he
application only, even though
students will be welcome to Bachelor of 'Arts in Criminal
Justice Program will be availenroll in the available classes.
Two other important feat- able . during the summer,_ in
- ures are the emphasis on room 2-Q90. Applications will
teaching from the community- also be available at that time
oriented perspective and the for this interesting and very
job internships for students muc~ needed program.

Diggle assumes
AISG chair•
-

The Northeastern Illinois University Chorus
I

Chorus readies for
Brllhms concert
He's known as one of the
three - great B 's of music.
During his lifetime, he earned
money playing piano in waterfront bars, toured the small
towns of his country on foot ·
with a gypsy _ violinist, and
wrote - some two hundred
songs , including many folk-tunes. In Vienna, his neighbors knew him as the bulky
old man with baggy clothes,
shaggy white beard, and high
pitched voice who liked tin
soldiers and kept his money
tied up in bundles. He said of
himself that some of his best
ideas came to him while

the UNI University Chorus,
joined by the Concert Choir
and many alumni and community musicians, will perform
this great choral-orchestral
masterpiece. Accompanied by
a communiversity orchestra of
fifty pieces, this performance
culminates months of preparation and rehearsal under the
direction of James A. Lucas,
Director of Choral Activities at
UNI. Soloists for this performance are faculty members
Beverly Hoffman , soprano,
and Ron Combs , baritone.
Admission is free.

North Park Barber Shop
3316 W. Foster Avenue
Phone: 539-2861

PRINT Deadline is 12 P.M.
on Tuesdays

Hairstyling by appointment if desired. Hairstyling by_· Randall Paker

· The Governing Board of
the AISG initiated two pro. jects on March 20, one being a
fundraising event and the
It also states the functions of
other to emphasize the Associby Robert J .• Kosinski
ation 's fight against the
Vice-chairperson of the As- the AISG as follows :
tuition increases.
The
Association
of
Illinois
sociation of Illinois Student
On April 30 and May 1 the
Governments, Doug Diggle of Student Governments shall
Association will sponsor a
Southern Illinois University at. perform the general functions
carnival ·to raise a target
Carbondale has been named as - of planning, policy making,
implementing
and
co-ordinatamount of $1000 to carry the
the interim chairperson of the
organization through the rest
AISG at the Governing Board ing . .
of the year.
meeting on March 20 at Section I. Planning
A . The Association shall
Barring complications, the
Western Illinois University .
stimulate
~d
develop
general
carnival
will be held at Illinois
Diggle will assume the duties
State University in Normal,
of former chairperson / Robin ideas for pursuing the interests
Illinois to coincide with a
Roberts of SIU-Edwardsville of students in higher education
Spring concert.
who resigned from that posi- in Illinois.
B. The AssociatiO'b shall
Efforts at achieving donation on March 8.
tions have fallen short, and it
Paul Hagen .of Northern adopt a formal plan each year.
was felt that an event such as
Illinois University was elected Section II. Policy Making
The Association shall adopt
this could raise the necessary
to the . position as interim
formal
policies
consistent
with
funds
at a minimum expense.
vice-chairperson.
As a footnote to the
Both will retain those posi- the interests of students in
higher education in Illinois.
As~ociation's "tuition stratetions until July.
gy," it was generally accepted
At the March 20 meeting, Section III. I,mplementing
The Association shall take
that plans would be formulatthe AISG tentatively adopted .
ed to stage a relay run
a new constitution by - a appropriate action to impleinvolving members of the
unanimous vote. It was under- ment its formal policies. ·
Section
lV.
Co-ordinating
cross-coup.try
teams of the
stood that the adoption was to
The Association shall take
larger member schools. The
provide
working document
runners would carry the signed
for the Association though appropriate action to · copetitions all the way to the
changes could occur at a later ordinate implementation of its
formal policies · in . higher . Capital and present them to
.date.
the Governor.
The new Constitution out- education in Illinois.
The document also defines
The relay is an attempt ~
lines the goals of the AISG "to
gain further publicity for the
meet the needs and to further the resp~n~ibilities and duties
AISG 's fight against tuition
the interests of students in of the AISG's officers, memincreases in Illinois schools.
higher education in Illinois." bers, staff and committees.

a

brushing his shoes.
.
His name is Johannes
Brahms (1833-1897 ), a German
composer who many consider
to be the greatest master of
Romantic symphony and
chamber music. He also excelled in choral music, the finest
example of which may be the
German Requiem, a Protestant
Mass for the dead, first
performed in 1868. Based on
passages from the Germa·n
Bible; it is a statement of
"human suffertng, faith, and
resurrection.
On Wednesday, March 31,
at 8:~0 ~.m. in the auditorium,

All copy must be submitted by that time
if it is to appear in that Fri~ay's issue.
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Birth .c ontrol
information
by Carol Olbinsky
progesterone keeps a plug of
Family Counseling Service
mucus at the cervical entrance,
Birth control is necessary so sperm have difficulty
for every sexually active getting through. In addition,
person. Although some feel . the progesterone ·keeps the
that it inhibits spontaneity ut~rine lining from developing
ana romance, most unwanted properly, so as to . inhibit
pregnancies occur because of implementation, if fertilization .
its neglect. The most effective should occur. The Pill is 99.5%
method~ are the Pill, IUD, effective.
diaphragh, condom and foam
The IJ]D is a small plastic
and rhythm.
'
or copper device placed inside
The Pill, taken for either 21
the ut~rus to irritate it and
or 28 days, prevents pregnankeep the lining from develop·
~y in three ways. The estrogen
ing properly, so a fertilized egg
ID' the pill inhibits development
has difficulty implanting. Alof the egg. The pill's supply of
so, the IUD speedS' up the

peristaltic waves which move spermicidal cream, jelly, or
the egg down the fallopian foam it is 95-98% effective.
tube toward the uterus. The Cream, · jelly, or foam used
IUD is replaced by a doctor alone is 75-80% effective. . __
In ·the rhythm method, the
every year or two and is
woman refrains from inter95-97% effective.
'
The diaphragm is a soft course during ovulation. Since
ruliber cup· ~ith a flexible the egg lives 12-24 hour-s, and ·
m_etal spring rim,. ·which is the sperm lives 4-5 days, there ·
inserted by the woman intu the are 5-7 days each month when
vagina, covering the cervical pregnancy cquld occur. A
?P~Qing. When the diaphragm · record of the menstrual -cycle
1s m place, holding spermicidal must be kept for 12 consecutive months, and the counsel .
jelly or cream up to the cervix,
of a doctor is also recommendthe sperm are stopped or killed
ed.
_ before reaching the uterus. It
There are .two new , innovais 90-98% effective.
tions in birth control; One,
· The condom is a sheath of
marketed in January, is a
thin, strong · latex rubber
device
implanted yearly in the
which fits over an erect pe~s:.
uterus by a doctor , called
~o keep semen from getting
Progestasert. It slowly releas. mto the vagina. Alone, it is
es progesterone, preventing a
85-95% effective. Used with

~o appOin·t ment
needed
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.colds ar.e, instead, episodes o:
bronchitis following 'yom
normal pulmonary defenst
mechanisms being somewha
damaged by pneumonia.
If you have questions yo,
wish answered in this column
send them to - H.S. Turner ·
D~ector, The Ohio Stat1
Un1vers1ty Health Service
18~5 Millikin Road Columbus,
Ohio 43210.
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fertilized egg from attaching to
the uterus . . The hormone is
kept localized and not released
into the bloodstream. It is 99%
effective.
A male Pill, still in the
. experimental stage, uses · two
synthetic male hormones, danazol .and testosterone · enanthat~, to cut the sperm count
down t9 the level of infertility.
Birth control has come a
long way in the last fifteen
years, and is available to all
for the asking. It's your
responsibility.
.
Family Counseling Service
( 784-.3814) deals with birth
control and other related
health-care problems and
needs. Got a question? Send it
to this newspaper's office, or
call us.

Credit offe.rred-for
peer- -advisors
Applications · are now being
accepted for students interested in serving ·as peer advisors

cavitie·s.
My
roommate
QUESTION: I feel I am during this summer's FreshQUESTION: Is it possibie
brushes his teeth only every
what one would call a typical man Orientation. On each of
that a nose can be photo-sensiother day at best. He hasn't
c·ollege student who really teri consecutive days during
tive? When going from the
had a cavity in over two yearS'.
enjoys the . vice of drinking the month of July (dates have
indoors into the bright sunHe claims that excess brushalcohol on weekends, Although not been definitely set as of
. shine, I begin sneezing as soon
· ing can slowly wear away the
it may seem I am deliberately yet, but will fall between the
as my nose is pointed in the
enamel on your teeth and
poisoning myself; Ilike to feel 12th ·and 30th), about 100
direction of the sun. After a
make the teeth more ·prone to · lam. not at all ignorant to the · .freshmen are invited on cam- ·
half dozen sneezes, I am o.k.
oecay. Is this possible? Does
-damage that alcohol can do to · pus to' register and become
until the next time. .
excess brushing cause ·tooth · one's system. So, as . a acquainted with Northeastern.
ANSWER: If you remember
decay? .
protective measure, I follow The University Counseling
your anatomy, when the nose
ANSWER: If your roomeach night's 'drinking experi- Center staff is seeking the help
is pointed toward the sun so
mate
indeed
brushes
his
teeth
ence with two capsules of Alka of concerneq, .capable, and
are· the eyes. It is not unusual
so infrequently, I'm glad he 'is
Seltzer to calm my stomach committed students in assist- when suddenly going into
not my roommate! However,
before going to bed. My ing them with the leadership ~f
bright sunlight - for the eyes .
he is not correct. "Excess"
question is, are there any the small group sessions with
to begin watering. The Jlow of
brushing such as you describe
potential short-range or long- the freshmen students.
water from the eyes from the
is not excess and does ·not
range damages that one might
The small group sessions are
lacrimal gland (or tear gland
causj:l damage to the teeth.
encounter if they were to designed to supply the enter· which is in the upper, outer
Rather, proper brushing
engage in this practice for an . ing f~eshmen with the necessa- portion of the eye) across the
(which includes not only the
extended period of time?
ary information they will need
·eye to the lacrimal duct which
teeth, but the gum as well) is
ANSWER: , First of all, i in order to be able to formulate
normally drains tears from the
actually helpful for teeth.
doubt that the Alka Seltzer a meaningful schedule for their
eye into the nose. Thi~ is why,
Assuming your nutritional
offers any protective measure. · first trimester here at Northwhen crying, the nose runs
intake is proper, 1t is very
. Secondly, it is possible ·to eastern. Freshmen students
too ..
likely that the difference
experience difficulty with the have many questions that they
With the exposure to bright
between you and your roomingredients of Alka Seltzer if need .answered and part of the
sunlight and tearing and the
mate is genetic. There are
one develops ,allergies to any role of the peer advisors will be
fluid entering the nose, sneez_individuals who, despite poor
one of the components (special- to help these questions in
ing is not at all unusual and
care of teeth, seem to have no
ly, aspirin) or if one uses this small group!! of about ten
this is likely what you are
cavities while others who are
medication frequently enough students each. This · is vital
de~cribing.
very careful, frequently have · to cause gastric irritation 0 1 information for new students
QUESTION: I usually
dental problems. Medical hisother side effects. However, I
brush my ' teeth twice a day
tory
commonly
reveals
similar
doubt, from wh~t you des<;ribe,
with a popular decay-fighting
dental
problems
or
lack
thereof
you
are using the medication
toothpaste and still every six
with · the individuals' respecthat frequently.
months I have five- to seven
Sixty-three members of the
tive families.
QUESTION: Ever . sine I
university community turned
had pneumonia twc, yeats ago,. out to vote in the Women's
I've had more colds and the
.
ones I have seem to be more Studies Advisory Board Election, March 15-16 with the
severe. Do you think this is a following results: re-elected to
·
·
result of thepneumonia or just
the board were students Be.t h
·3:00. 12:00 p~·m.
. allthegermsincollege? · Bracco, Kate Greenberg, and
ANSWER: Probably all the
Nancy Kat;,z, and faculty
3:0.0 p.m. • .2:00 a.m.
ge11I1s in college. The excep·
members
Wanda Bracy, Martion to this might be if thE
(F • S )
cia Jackson, · and Angelina
~
ri.- at.
pneumonia resulted in signifi·
Pedroso. New members elected·
~ 'Z
. .
.
cant structural damage, sud
were Nancy Green . (faculty),
~
as scarring to the lungs, and ij Donna Nordenmalm (staff)
•.
what you are describing ai

is
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and needs to be conveyed by
knowledgeable and caring peer
advisors. There will be three
two hour preparation session~
scheduled in advance of July
- 12, to help train the peer
advisors.
Peer advisors will be expected to attend each d~y of
Orientation from 8:45 a.m. to
12:00. If you are interested in
applying or would like more
information contact David
Helfa~d, University Counseling Center, B-115, ~xt. 364,
during any of the following
times; Wednesdays, 9 am 12:00, Fridays, 9 am - 12:00
and 1 pm - 3:00.
The Orientation Committee
will review all applicants
submitted before April 23.
Approximately 15 peer advisors will be chosen and notified
by May 26. We are confident
. that students wlio serve as
peer advisors will have a
valuable learning experience.
The peer advisors will be
enrolled in a· Program for
Interdisciplinary Education
(PIE) course and will receive
two credit hours (elective) for
their experience. •

WS election results
and Paula Wolff (student).
Holdovers from the board who
were not up for election are
Lisa Baldonado and Joan
Berman (faculty) and Marlene
Schram (staff). Three 'vacancies remain to be filled.
Anyone interested in being
considered for a board appointment to fill these vacancies can
obtain an application in C-520.
The Women's Studies Board
meets every Friday, 1-2 PM, in
C-505.

Postal rates check
.library services
Due to the increase in postal expected to return all library
rates the university has reduc- materials on time, and the
ed the postage allotment for .current loan and fine schedules
each department for the re- :will remain in effect. However
mainder of the current fiscal as a remin~er. the date libnu; .
year. Consequently, the library materials are to be returned is
has to alter its service of now prominently displayed at
sending overdue reminders for the circulation desk, and
library materials from one .borrowers are urged to check
week to three weeks after the each item carefully in order to
due date: Borrowers are still ascertain the date of return.
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Ensemble Espanol

Evening of Spanish dance
.
...

.

An evening of Spanish Dance was presented by Northeastem 's
Ensemble Espanolon March 19th and 20th. The program included
12 dances. Some were choreographed by Libby Fleming, and
· Alfredo- Corea, and the- show also included several traditional
pieces. Some dances ranged back as far as the 16th century.
Included wer~ classical, folk and flamenco dances. Folk dance was
the most popular and representative of the Spanish temperment.
Libby Fleming was also the artistic director, and a dancer. Marge
Hobley, Northeastem's dance instructor wa~ an artistic advisor.
_[Photos by Roman Tyburski a~d Dolora Jung.] •
0

Students find adventure
•
in Sicily
by Daniel R. Bock

In the mountains of north
central Sicily is a unique and
wondrous school for gifted
boys based upon a broad
principle of developing freedom and authenticity in its
students . It has been in
operation since the fall of 1967.
A constant and continuing
struggle has been maintained
to survive financially. Partly
because of financial problems ·
and more for philosophical
reasons, the boys work and
work · quite hard. •There is
milking to do; sheep and cattle
to take care of, chickens and
turkeys, a stnall farm plot,
repairs around the campus,
bookkeeping · (the boys take
care of the accounts) , and
myriad other everyday work
chores. In addition, a restaurant was opened on the
Villaggio site in 1973 and this
·increased the · work load tremendously for 'the boys.
The boys i::lo not pay tuition ,
and many are very poor. There
are some government subsidies
to pay for some of the food
costs for these boys. This
money, although helpful, does
not cover the cost of food let
alone everything else. Most
likely the Villaggio would not
have lasted for more than two
or three years if it were not for
the community belief that
something good was happening and that all would
contribute to its survival. The
boys have always been kept
abreast of
various problems confronting the Villaggio .
so that they could act in full
awareness. Shared pain, cold,
and sometimes hunger has
made for a community bonding which could come no other

th'

way.

~

is Mt. Etna, the largest and
most active volcano in Europe.
A much smaller but equally
active volcano is the founder of
Il Villaggio, Don Cologero La
Placa, a maverick Catholic
priest from Petralia Sqprana.
All of his money and assets
have gone into the building
and maintenance of the school
and he has gone rather
spectacularly · into debt. The
story of all the financial
transactions involving II Villaggio deserve the writing of at
least a small book, with the
-author to be a combination of
Dostoevsky, Mark Twain and .
Kurt Vonnegut. It is far too
much both for the length of
this article and for the
capabilities of this writer.
A book should be written,
too, of this amazing _man.
From where did he, basically
isolated from the ideas of
experimental school and educational reformers and educated in the rigid Sicilian
schools , develop his broad
conception of the education · of
"universal man?" He has read
Rousseau and was exposed to
philosophy ·as part of his
education for the priesthood.
He learned of Summerhill and
other "free school" experiments after II Villaggio was a
going concern. His 'ideas
concerning education and · the
universal man are not unique.
Most can be found in Emile as
well as from more contempo·rary writers. But putting these
ideas into practice over a nine
year period in the - Sicilian
mguntains is a magnificent .
achievement. Although he
would react ·in some horror
from the label (or any label for
that matter) he is an authentic
hero. The financial ·problems,
the bureaucratic jungles, the
various hostile individuals and
groups, those who, misunderstood, and even many wouldbe helpers have been constant
hurdles to surmount.
Don Cologero looks at
today's world as full of doubt,

The setting for the school is
rugged and picturesque. It is
approximately seventy miles
southeast of Palermo and in
mountainous country some ·
4,000 feet above sealevel. The
winds are quite constant and
often reach violent proportions. The typical Sicilian slate
roofs are weighed down with fear, and anxiety with man
large rocks so that they do not enslaved by his society in that
. blow away in some untoward world. He wants to develop a ·
windstorm. Although the tem- universal man, a natural man
, perature does not reach ex- capable of living freely and
tremely low temperatures in authentically in that troubled
the winter, the windchill factor · ·world. He will be a person who
can be notable. The summers lives, not bound by chains of
are delightful with warm. days the past, but in an insistent
and cool mountain nights.
present. The past should be of
The Villaggio is located near use only if it serves as a
Petralia Soprana, a small liberating force in helping him
.rather primitive town. In town to resist the conditioning
and the surrounding area is an forces of society. He will be a
interesting mixture of the old problem solver who will look to
and the new. The churches are himself and to his own
hundreds of years old as are experience for validating his
the homes and stores. Outside life. It is the individual whom
the town one can see an old Don Cologero wishes to change
Sicilian peasant in a centuries and through the multiplication
old style cape leading his mule
of such individuals to make for
along the road. Then one can
see a shepherd in ·the same a reformation of society. A
. kind of cape, tending his sheep direc t . attempt to- reform
with two dogs and a sleek little society would be unworkable
Fiat, beeping his horn to move and utopian, he thinks.
Yet he thinks tha.t within
the sheep along th_e narrow.
a$phalt road.,, Ther~. seem to be that chaotic ap~ring society
almost as many auto'mobiles in are the seeds for transforming
town as ·one would find in a itself. The masses are alert and
representative American small would be receptive to the
town.
proper change agents . The
About 100 kilometers to t he number of "universal meri"
east and visibie on clear days would not have to be as great
and nights from the Villaggio as one might think just
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ever greater sense of responsibility, respect, and altruism . .
and so on until we arrived at
an understanding of what it
truly means to lov.e.
We realized what it meant to
have a well-rounded personality, to live in harmony with
ourself and others and to be
well adjusted in order to live
up to the slogan: Minds for
men . . . "
/

because of this ·most · acute
sensitivity within the people.
So, in reality, Don Cologero
poses an optimistic view of the
world's potentialities.
The · boys of the Villaggio
work out of economic necessity. At least · as important,
G.M.
however, if they work Don
it is the love and
Cologero says that they do not
liberty with which we face our
lives that sets us apart. A
have to feel obligated to him.
beautiful sense of frnedom
They don't owe him anything
because they are earning their
reigns at the Villaggio. In
those first moments, however,
keep. In addition, manual
work is necessary to minimize
our freed9m led us into chaos
in which everyone did as he
the potentiality for the development of elitism in boys who
pleased, be it good or bad.
know . that they have been
Soon, however, we began to
chosen a~ '' gifted children. ''
reconsider our behavior and
Indeed, part of some hostility
our lives became more relaxed
toward the school has been
and cooperative. More signifibecause of the labelling of
cant is the fact that each of us
gifted. Don Cologero has been
came to his own conclusions
without being pushed. In this
dissatisfied for some time with
such categorization .of children
way we continued to mature . .
"
and has made ·changes in the
P.C.
selection procedures of the
•• . . . ·Caught by the idea of
boys. Increasingly, attempts
will be made to broaden the
freedom, we began to act
according to false interpretastudent body of the school.
· It is always difficult to
tion of liberty, and here began
the first confrontations, even
validate the results of schooling. A .small number of boys,
over material things. Learning
some who have been here since
to understand true freedom
the school's inception in 1967,
cost some of us boys some
·have graduated. Academically, . physical bruises. In regard to
this, I think there was too
the boys appear to have done
well judging from the propormuclr freedom given at the
tion of university enrollments
beginning, freedom which was
and in the ·kinds of schools
transformed into disorder and
enrolled. But one would expect
destruction of most of the
that of a school for "the
things at the Villaggio; that is
gifted." It is far more difficult
to say, according to me, since
to assess those mor$l nebulous
the people were so immature,
areas of maturity, responsibili'it · was foreeable that young
ty, self-awareness, Sense of
boys given their freedom so
freedom, independence and
suddenly would do. as they
pleased.
self-confidence. But those
qualities stand out so strongly
This idea of freedom little by
in thes~ young -men that an
little began to change and in
objective assessment, if one
time began to be understood in
were possible, seems unnecesthe proper manrier. Next; the
sary. And a saving grace for
concept of liberty became
otherwise would be supermen
linked with the concept of
is their most pervasive sense
responsibility and we moved
of humor. If they took
up a step on · the ladder of
maturity . .. "
themselves too seriously they
O.T.
might become boring messiahs. They are great fun to be
" . . . Another thing, rather
with.
Some of the boys who have
been with the Villaggio from
the b..eginning were asked to
write their reactions to their
first years there and what their
experiences-· have meant to
them. Nancy Nan, a y~ung
American . woman who has (Cont'd ftom page 1)
taught there for three years,
personnel.
translated those thoughts.
Some excerpts from . their
Lasser said that problems
writings follow.
arise whei:i clubs and organizaS.L.
. tions hold special events which
" . . . They spoke to me
require those personnel to
about freedom and responsibioperate certain facilities and
lity but it was still difficult for
when those events extend
me to live without the
beyond university hours and
trappings of schedules, grades,
those operations and security
registrations , and rules; in
officers have to be paid for
fact, my_ scholastic achievement suffered . a definite set- over time work.
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uncommon, is that in no other
place would I have been able
to act as an instructor my~f.
The advantages I have · received from this are countless.
One of the most important is
the awareness of a possible
future career, and the utareness of my strengths and
weaknesses, of my capacities
and my· feelings. Another
advantage was that I was able
to apply the teaching principles which I believe in. That is;
I abolished, or at least tried to
abolish, all that I believed was
negative about schools like the
detachment between professor
-and student, the complexity of
material that only seemed
pedantic to the student, and
the illusion of infallibility to
those that I. taught . . . In
short, for me it was · an exam ·
· without professors to grade
one . . . "
, " . . . I have lived seven years in a place lost in some of
the highest mountains of this
island, exposed to the wind,
antagonized by all, where I
have suffered from the cold
and even at times from
hunger, but I don't regret a
single moment. I would repeat
every step , every piomen t,
every sensation of the past
seven of my eighteen·years."
Eva.luation of self . and
perceptive analyses of the
totality of a broad experience·
require a kind of maturity not
generally found in the young.
And yet these young people
display incisive penetration
and understanding. That freedom and responsibility are
viewed as equal partners

indicates depth of perception.
Theorizing about the respon:

sibilities attendant to freedom
has been an energetic activity
among professors, but living
within the environment of this
delightfully unconventional
school gives this writer a_
livelier, more intensified, per- ·
·spective which ties theory to
life. How much more astutely
will this seasoned professor
eval~ate . this experience six
months hence?

Transportations Fee

back .
Also with respect to my·
behavior with the others in the
community, there were a
number of ,difficulties.· Things
seemed to . get ' progressively
worse. The extreme freedom in
.i.;ch we lived also allowed
disrespect for others. ·
However, aside from these
negative aspects, the freedom
we were acquiring took on an

Finally, Student Activities
Coordinator Joan Nordberg
recommended to the senate
that two Student Activities
handbooks be printed next
year instead of the usual one.
One would stress the Student Activities on campus and
the other would involve organizational matters such as
Student Senate policies:
A committee, consisting of
§ enator Robert Gerowitz,
chairman of the Charter ReThe policy was changed to
view Board ; Senator John '
allow for those conditions.
Welt, chairman of the Student
Also, the senate chose to
Fees and Allocations Commitabolish the inactiv·e . Audit · tee; and Senato~,Judy Macior,
Committee and the use of the was selected to study the
secret ballot voting except in fea:sabilicy of such a proposal
those cases involving person- and report to the senate in one
nel matters, such as, filling ·m onth.
committee or senate vacancies
The next Student Senate
or in votes involving impeachs meeting will be on Monday,
ment and recall.
·
_April 5 at 7 l)m.
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beauti,ful.

free
.classifieds
'
'l
which is a blessing of commitNeed help? Looking for an
ment. May its shape be a symbol ·
apartment or a roommate? Pet
of sharing our lives · together for sale? If you're trying to sell eternal and never ending.
something or if you are in the
All my Jove,
market to buy, or perhaps you
Sir Gregory
simply want to send a personal
Father Joe L,
greeting to that special someEven if I don 't like you, I guess
one, jot it down. Classifieds
I'll have to talk to you.
are free to all UNI affiliates.
a friend
Deadline for submitting materP.S. Hall doesn't know how · to
ial is Tuesday at 12 :00 for the. spell my name. .
following Friday issue. Late
· copy will be held over' -for the
Dear Teaser,
following issue. Copy should
Glad to hear. you enjoyed the
party. I sure did! There's no
be typed or clearly printed on
_reason to change my name t o
. a sheet of 8" by 10" paper.
"Fast Worker," you kept saying :
Classifieds may be deposited
·"I'm
the Teaser, " and I kept .
in the envelope on the PRINT
saying : " I'm gonna please her. "
office door. [E-214]. All subMy friends thought that you were
mitted classifieds will remain . real cute. Next time we go out, _
~nfidential.
'
would you please warm your
hands up!!
Love, Mr.•Quiet

Personals

Dearest "S",
This writer takes his pen to
write these words again ; that all in
·love is ~r. At times I just can't ·
explain. How you can be anything
but beautiful. I think you were
made for me; and - for you,
,you're beautiful.
Love, Eternally, 'M'

Maria,
Besides being foxy, sexy and
delicious. I love you very much.
Tom

My dear Ophelia,
How are you? Sorry I didn't
talk to you this weekend, but my
phone never stopped ringing!
· Read any good books' or
magazines lately? I have to get·
some new sandals. The ones I have
now are getting a bit worn down.
How about yours? I can't decide
what color though. Did you say
you were joining a convent? ,I
can't see you as a nun. (Sis ter Ophelia?? ) Until next week ...Ah so!
Yours truly
Globula
(Alias: SlickChick)
P .S. Have you seen Roland lately0 .
Slock Chick :
Have you heard from Gilbula
and Orphelia lately? Let's pimp
out Joe Cool with a button and a
hat tonight. (Maybe a black
umbrella; too. ) Ah so! You know
you're a tadpole and a chump for
snakes. W arina go listen to sky
naked next weekend?
Your steady,
Roland

.

Jimmy

---------------

My dearest Patt(
All is well with me, hope you are
feeling the same. Who is this Rose
that is supposed to treat me well?
You must know by now that you
are tne 'only one I care about
(seriously). I miss you when you're
not around.
signed
The Phantom

--------------\

Dear Porn Porn squad,
I just want you to know that
you are appreciated and that I
think you 're all foxes . Keep it up
and thanks.
One of many adm_irers.
To all my Steinmetz sweeties of
the North Dining Hall,
I 'm sorry if I haven't been able
·to see you all as much as I would
like to, but my added responsibilities have taken a heavy toll. I still
love you all and will try to sit and
eat with you longer and a bit more
often than I have beerr lately:
I haven't forgotten you.
Bob T. (M.E.)
Dr. Ann Smith,
Do WE have a student aide for
YOU! Just give us a call.

Scarlet. Lets go away and build
our own Tara.
Phantom #002
To the man with the third leg:
WHAT DO YOU DO WITH
THE THIRD ONE?
To Louise,
Thanks much for helping me
especially in drawing my coffins,
fork-in-the-road, ' & heart of the
city. BAS,
Mort Tician here thanking all of
you who made Burt ' s Brass
Handles a success. Remember our
motto: Buying {I coffin doesn 't
have to be a great undertaking.
BC
Dear last week's 12 to 12 :50 table
in the Unicorn Now cut it out. No
more cuts to Mona & Sue.
Remember they have feelings too,
but if it's a good cut, go right
ahead.
MT
Td Bert's Brass-Handles.
Would you be 'interested in
buying a slightly used (but still in
excellent condition) straw model
for your stock. It's great for the
warm weather ahead. If so contact
me at (toll free) 152-2357.

Bob,
Let it be .known that you have "Basia"
GB:
my O.K.
Beware of a "fork in the road" .
Now when you're feeling imTom .. it will, be a grave undertaking.
portant Denita,
Now when your ego's in bloom
Come into my arms and you
Lou
Now when you have that feeling To the Ensemble Espanol shall be mine. I will take my life
At the risk of sounding like a
you're the most important person
into your hands . forever.
dance reviewer, I have to comment Dear Cindy,
irr the room,
Thanks for the beautiful note last
Cher Marie,
Hope your birthday · is filled
on the dance show held last Friday
Take a bucket and fill it with
week. Call you soon.
Dites moi, pourquoi, la vie est
and Saturday night in the -with joy, peace, and happiness and
water,
Love? Bruce
belle?
Auditorium. I ·have never seen a we hope you get lucky on Sun.
Stick your hand ·in up to the
--------------Dites moi, pourquoi, la vie est
wrist.
, !/ ~.
• ' ... · ..
,better show;, I have never seen a _Have a~1happy- bl,r~~y. :; , •
~ . . . ~ · . ., "
·~
. . . . '"'Lov1',
Bruce,
,
gaie?
shoV.: hi" ~hicll there ;;as as .iiiuch
Pull it out, and the hole that
Your body drives me crazy.
bites moi, porquoi, cher madeRenee and Debbie
life, skill and love for the dance
remains is a measure of how much
Please come · into my heart.
moiselle?
exhibited. All the dancers. were
you'll be missed.
Love, Anton
Est ce que, parce que, vous
fantastic, performing with a skill To.Both of, th_e Alleged.P,I:i!ln~ms:
You may splash all you .wish
m 'aimez?
that their rehearsals perfected. ~0 I've . ~een roaming. .thesjl corwhen you enter,
H. Murray,
. Avec Amour, Robert
Libby Fleming h·a s created a ridors since the late 60's, and I've
Stir and swish the wat.er around
What do you really use that :,>.s. Je pen~e que oui!
troupe beyond compare in the seen, ma~Y.. ,t hi~~s ,. _;!17.l!,~~h "'.ill
galore,
point on your head for?
----- -:r --------- .'.'\ But'' ybu :, will d ind ,when':• you · · Chicagop•area:·, I , feel sorrf for surface in · this column from time
; ' .:
Beady_Eyes . o e:r . D~lo; a, ,
anyone who didn't see the show. to time.
finally leave it,
The Grey Ghost
Speaking as a teacher you've
The audience response showed
It's exactly the same as before.
surpassed, I still like you. It
Donna,
how much the show was appreci- P.S. I'd make a better sports
So as you follow your daily
Now that ·your unbrilloed, I
bothers me when yo~'re down.
ated. Friday night, by the time the editor than both of you put
agenda,
.,
Cheer up! It could be worse. You
have a large swelling for you. Ha
last. dance started, the ·stage was together.
Always do the best you can.
----- ..L.,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ha. Thanks for that green surpize.
could have had to wash my
covered with flowers thrown by
Be proud of yourself but
TO'B
overalls after I ran ~way from ·· remember th~ au°dienc~." Four curtain calls Steve,
Only six more days until I can
home as a kid, or even worse, you
were given and people kept
"There is no indispen; ible man.
could have had to wash me! Smile!
Dear Listener,
applauding and cheering long after wish the greatest person I've ever
Love,
How are you? Did I ever tell you
Ma Chere Joey Ziegler the house lights went up and the known HAPPY BIRTHDA Yl
Your friend Bob
that you have the most beautiful
Vous .ete vrai le beau personne
curtains closed. Northeastern P. S. Keep practicing,
Your Thicker Than Blood
smile. I come to school feeling
P .S. You've got me adicted to rye_ et Je taime 4 it!
might be lacking in a lot of- ways
Aimee
really down and there you are
crisps.
but one thing it does have is the Brother.
smiling. It really cheers me up.
FINEST SPANISH DANCE
Christine & Toni:
Thank-you.
Paul,
Mike~
TROUPE ANYWHERE .
In the short time that I've
Love " The P .C. Kid"
Sorry about the problems
How are you? I love your ishy
With Love,
you've been having. Let the other
P.S. Maybe if I use the dimple
THE FIRST PHANTOM known you (s), I can honestly say
tuberositi~!
,·
that both of you, have been the
Love,
down and think a bit. Sorry
cleanser my ~mile will improve.·greatest and truest friends I've
if I didn't have any answers or
Chief · Tim,
Bob (Nuby Grape),
concrete· advise. What I told you
You're a good father. I'm so ever had, and being the kind of .
is the way I would have handled it
Happy Birthday sweetheart.
glad you and the cubs get along ~o person that I am, I haven't had
Joe,
well.
·
many. I'm writing this because of
You ' re my love, my life, my
and, beJieve me, I've been in the
The cookie crumbed and now
everything - and especially my
situation before. Good luck.
it's getting together piece by piece
Love, the relocating that has to be done.
Bob
little squid. I love you, Barb
and it takes a while to make it
Their mother I know that afterwards we won't
be able to be so close, but I · hope
P.S. Be patient.
"fresh" again. So for now I'll try
Pizza Eater,
-and stay a · crumb in the great
To Someone in The Administra- that things can remain the same.
You know, I'm going to miss
Dear Mr. Quiet,
cookie jar of life 'til I learn more.
tion Who Gives A Damn,
me again
trying to teach you verb forms.
Thank you for your personal
Tuesdsy night CCAB movies If there really exists an M.S.
lWhat does tener mean?) Even
last week. I'm glad you enjoyed
draw a numerous · crowd of Dtaila, Landmarks President, on
though my mind !!tarted to go
yourself. I don't really care about
pre-adolescents from the neighbor- this .c ampus, please make your
Iks,
the "fruit of . the loom". You can
crazy 'the last week I had a great
Yov. always brighten up my
hood and they are permitted to whereabouts known to the Il'!lil-.
change them if you want.to. I also
time. Every day with you has been
days and nights an_d you ' ve ·trample the seats as they hop from room immediately! Your mail
want to thank you for inviting me
better than the last. ·
succeeded with keeping me ~wake row to row, · foo.t on expensive awaits deliverance. Th_ank you.
Charlie's owner
to that party last Friday night. I
& alert.
·
seating.
Love,
had a great time. You have some
If we permit such unruly
Hali Pint
P.S. It looks to me as though you
really great friends. You, Mr.
children then measures should be
lost a trip to visit Nancy.
Quiet, are going to.have to change
taken to protect our furniture. All
1.u•lt, Dinner & &ate s-b
--------------your name. I think "Foot worker"
our hard-earned dollars paid for it
Dear Locker #114 PIZZA IN THE PAN
0
To the Friends of Kathleen Kaeser
would be more appropriate. I Jove
I forget my combination every
and besides we should not foster
Cocktails
and Gregory Falasz:
you.
once in a while too. Have a good
such undisciplined behavior.
L ~ l e c l Gulli._..,. A
D · -Iii•• Chicken• s~ 1 ·
Let it be known at this time in
"Teaser"
day!
.. ~.,.
.. history that we are now formally ; ~- ~ -'1.!.. ~ ~ - :~ ·..;;:_;- ...,., .:...- ·
Locker #118 · · Captain Kurke:
~
~ engagement.
Soihe f,:Giggles,
.
· •· ...",...
. •
.·
_J t i,11 high time for some of us t6 '
--..f.'s>.\: . - ' : ;
,, ~, ,.
~
,.i'l!t..v.~ have known; and otliers · have not .,
Pipons man the feeding staLinda,
follow the straight and narrow '
G
p
yet heard. We ask all to join in our
tions h Have you ;!got ~ . sick an
Happy birthday, dear sister!
road. A life rich with Jove and
hanpiness. May it continue foranybod:i" s lawn lately? You'd
Love, sister Terry and foster- happiness is a mere token to that
L
H
sister Cheryl great pot in sky.
e~_er.
better learn how to hold your
I _IIOI MILWAU.
- - - ~ AVE. II
k.k. & g.f.
liquor if you want to hang around
Space Turkey
~--------------.
" - -.2"-2100
f
me.
Sweetheart (Patti),
Love, .
To Lady Kathleen It's yours anytime you want it. To Yolanda P .
2727 W.lfOWAIHT. ~ ;tH-:IIM
The time draws near for your
Red
I will be anxiously waiting. You're
I am Rhett and you are my
receiving of the long awaited ring,

-~

...

calm

---------------

£1\s

----------- ·

s

ti,_.._................)

26, March, 1976
Elizabeth McGuire,
.Your ID card has been turned in
to the Student Senate Office.
Please claim it.

Space Out on
Saturday night· Divorce
Make it, Take it
Space to breath,
Live on,
yet
--Burn--

Dear Tere,
Next time I get a new car, I
promise you can be the first to
make-out in the .back seat!
The Adultress

Wanted
Dearest Burn:
Start taking up space!
Fondly, Space

---------------

To find space in a dark parking lot
can be an experience
Space is everywhere
take only what you need. . .

- - - - - ---------RedPigeons man the feeding stations out Bing Crosby doesn't sing
White Christmas in March.
Love, Giggles

To the Cosmo person with the cute
teeth,
I hope you grade my article
well. I could use the GP A. If it
was disappointing, remember I
wrote it at 2 am.
Steve McQueen

For Sale

C.D.

by Tiin MurtaugJi
Another St. Patrick's Day
came and- went, and few
people remembered the added
significance of March 17th.
This was also the twentieth
anniversary of the death of
Fred Allen, one of radio's most
prominent figures.
Allen's radio career began in
1932, and together ·w ith his
wife and radio partner, Portland Hoffa, he built up a radio
audience of more than 20
million for his weekly program,
or more than 1/3 of the country
at the height of his popularity.
Fred Allen was best known•
for two things : his long-run-

Get
'the

:rlrit
Summer
'76
In the.Cool Colorado Rockies
SmaH College * Accredited * Personal
Interest * Successful Graduates * Air
and Bus Travel Available * Academic
and Recreational Facilities Available
Within Walking Distance
SPECIAL FEATURES
* llutdoor Education*
* Colorado: ACentennial Look*
*Women• s-Athletlcs *
The Businessman: Law, Ethics, Morals
* Affective Education K-12 *
BiUngual, BICultural, Mex.-Amer. Edu.
* Experiential Wrltfng *
Admln. of Special Educ~ion Pro,ams
Awards B.A; and M.A. In a variety of
~s * Extensive Offerings In Professlonal Education.

WANTED: Mechanic for possible
overhaul for Corvair, must be
experienced - call before 3:30 pm,
472-3781.
WANTED: Good home for 12
week old playful puppy. Male Black and white - Mixed breed.
Contact Barbara at 465-5036.

FOR SALE: 1968 Chevy Belair
Station Wagon. Fully carpeted,
A.T.; p.s. Good l"l!-nning condition.
Perfect for cross-country trips.
$450.· Call 827-3642.

Lo•t
MYSTERIOUSLY DISAPPEARED: Minolta SRT 101 camera
taken from the PRINT office on

Faculty member wishes to sublet
his one bedroom apartment for
May-August located at 5325 N.
Kimball. $175 a (Ilonth. Call X578
or call 583-9566.

Free
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Wednesday, March 17. The camera was not a staff camera, it was
the personal property of one. of the
editors. Would ~ nice to see it
again. No questions asked.

s334tsoo4tooo.

Unclaimed
Seholar_s hips
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
□

For Rent

Deali Mary,
I'll bet you've never danced
with a priest before.
Joe • FOR SALE: 1971 VW411. 4 dr.
but Automatic transmission, Body in
p.s. I'm not really a priest,
excellent condition; no rust. $1695.
keep it under your ·hat.
Call 369-8503 or 284-1220.
I still think that ad-hoc and ' ex
officio are funny words.
Doc

new. $250 or reasonable offer. Call
Steve, 453-2662 or 452-6057.

PRINT

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handlir:i ; .

------------------------~
OF
PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST
UNCLAIMED _
SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' - - - - - - - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

~

26, March, 1976

PRINT
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Lsports
Paddle King
to Israel

Racqueteers aw_a it
•
net gains

by Larry Brittan
Northeastern's own Paul
\
Pashuku, has been selected as
by John Stepal
Cowin, and Marty Krul. The
the #1 table tennis player for
One of the many · strong
first five are last · year' s
the United States and will
sports at UNI '. is tennis, and
leftovers, and the success of
represent the United States
Coach Ron Faloona is especialthe season will undoubtedly
Table Tennis Association at
. ly .looking forward to this
rest upon their shoulders .
the Second World University
spring, as five of his top six
· These athletes have been
Table Tennis Championships.
men are returning from last . working out indoors the past
They are' to be held at the
year's 10-3 team. With one
few weeks, as they must be in
. University of Haifa, in .Israel
more year's experience under
top physical shape when the
from May 1 thru May 8.
their belts, the team figures to
season starts. Each player
· Mr. Pashuku as you may
improve on last year's second
must compete in doubles play
known won the Associations of
place finish and beat out Lewis
after a singles match, since
College Unions International
and IIT, the reigning champ,
there are six singles and three ·
Midwest Regional Table Ten· for the conference crown.
doubles matches, and this can
nis Championships. He will
The men who will be
easily .amount to at least fifty
also represent Northeastern at
co1.mted on to do this are: Reid · games. Their first home
the National finals in Denver
Adler, who also doubles as the
match, as well as being the
next month. He has an
announcer at basketball
season opeher, is against. Above, ·you see a courageous tennis play;.. stretching and leaping excellent chance of winning
games, in addition to being the
Oakton on April 2 at 3:00. So in a dynamJc effort to return a well placed smash. You can expect this 1976 championship, as he
top man and public relations
if you want to spend an to see the Northeastern Men's Tennis Squad raising their staiids as the best in Illinois.
director of the team, Dave
afternoon outdoors watching a racquets in support of a brave new seaspn. Last year - the team
The World University
Thourson, Brent Leatherman,
talented team, come to the took second with a record of IO wins and 3 losses and {l.l'e looking Championships will have enChris Meyer, Joe Stein, Mark
match and support your forward to this season with much exuberance.
tries from at least 30 countries,
Konrad. Dave Th9mpson, Rich
Racqueteers !
including Brazil, West Germany, Austria, Mexico, Yugoslavia, Australia~ Great Britain
and many others. The world's
press, as well as television and
radio throughout Israel will
recog·niz.e this iqternational
by Larry Brittan
the Muh Fugs went undefeatsportj ng event.
The intramural basketball ed in five games, followed in
season may have gotten off to second by . the Herman's
·
Lunch, Dinner & late Snaclrs
a- late start due to the Express at 4 wins, 1 loss. At
. 8 .IIZZA IN THE PAN
difficulties in lowering the 1 : 30, the 7 6ers also went '
·
· . Codctoils
A
L C~letlGullibutpft .
baskets to · their proper posi- undefeated.
tion, however, six teams have
On Thursday at 1:00, the
D ~--:lilK• Chicken.
'
come away with• seasonal Bobcats recorded a 5-0 ledger,
honors. These teams were followed by the On this-On
I
challented by some other that at 4-1. At 1:30, The Band
~
teams that didn't finish either claimed first at 5-0 and · came
I
.
. .
·~
I
. .
.
. -I
first or second, but · have in second with a 3-2 record.
i
,..._....................
I
~ 8808 MILWAU~ AVE. R
managed to stay alive in post
Nex't week there will be a
·
,..._ 2,1-2100
E
a
nD--2NH1111.._wldl.......
· 1 . season play.
H (•- MilwoukH & Dempster)
description of. the play-off
2727 W. HOWAID ST. PHONI ~31-2166
In the Tuesday 1:00 league, winners.

Intram.u ral B-ball
continues on--

OPEN FOR .LUNCH

HIDDEN
COVE

s~~ks~~

s ~·

OPEN AT 11 a.m. DAILY

~~

............ --~: - ·. COUPON ·.............. --.

.:

••-111rm•n•••. .

tL...,-_ ...... _.._.,..,

___

~~

.•
.. .,.. _,,,..

:

..

I

... ,., .......~-----·

................. lallll ....
n-...a n.n., n111ntWrr■ ll11, " • l>rillt.1

PAN -

"

SPECIAL - I

M07W.BrynMawr,Chlcago,III.-

LOUNGE-PUB
5338 N. Lincoln
784-9638 -

for Snacks & Fun ·
* A Unique Blend *
o/01,dandNew

* SPECIALS
5 WEEKS ONLY!

B ANDMUSiDCiu
VIRGINIA CAPERS
-· .·· 1.IIN
THE ( fa~

~

.,

· GROUP SALES 642-4981, 782-2936. / tickets atso at TICKETRONJ
American Express & BankAmericard._P hane Reserv,. accepted .

SHUBERT THEATRE
I

22W. Monroe,• CE 6 8240

DAILY 11-12
"Pan's Lunch"

.•

,•

· · with S~ndwich orders

. Ham & Cheese
on Rye_with all'
the Trimmings
:choice of Beer,
Soda, or Goffee

On Monday, Wednesday, Friday
fro·m 5- 7 p.m.
All the beer you can drink for

.25 A Glass
On Tuesdays - Girl's Lib Day
frogi 5-11 p.m. Ladies Only
All the wine you can drink for

.25 A Glass
Thur,day Entertainment - from 7:30

Featuring
Charcoal Broiled Sandwiches, lngelnook
Wines, Bass Ale, P.remlum Tuborg Beer
& Black Label on Tap

Open: Mon. thru Thurs.11-11
Fri·. 11- 2

-

.
SELF SERVICE

ONLY-

